URGENT: Research Before Receiving COVID Vaccine!
By Sister Mary Rose Reddy, MAT, MSE

Figure 1 At least 40 children were paralyzed in the village of Gouro, Chad, Africa in December 2012 after receiving the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation funded MenAfriVac for meningitis.

December 7, 2020
This article will provide a brief review of some of the research regarding serious concerns about
the proposed COVID-19 virus vaccines. Please consider this research carefully before deciding to
receive the vaccine yourself, and before advocating that the vaccine be imposed on children or
vulnerable adults. Please consult the references at the end of this article to read the full research
articles cited.
1. These untested vaccines may cause infertility in women and may put the recipient at
greater susceptibility for the wild strain of the Coronavirus-which if contracted would
lead to a more severe reaction and possibly even to death. The effects of being
vaccinated may well be more physically detrimental than the Corona Virus itself is.
On December 1, 2020 Dr. Michael Yeadon, former CSO and VP, Allergy and Respiratory
Research Head with Pfizer Global R&D and co-Founder of Ziarco Pharma Ltd., and Dr. Wolfgang
Wodarg, former head of the public health department in Germany filed an application1 with the
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European Medicines Agency (EMA) that all Covid vaccines testing on humans be immediately
stopped until greater safety can be assured. They cited in particular the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine
which uses mRNA to incite development of antibodies to attack the spike proteins on the Corona
virus. However, as Yeadon explained, “spike proteins also contain syncytin-homologous proteins,
which are essential for the formation of the placenta in mammals such as humans.” These
antibodies may thus trigger an immune reaction which would render women who receive the
vaccination infertile for an indefinite duration.2
Dr. Wodarg and Dr. Yeadon pointed out that there is a possibility that the COVID-19 vaccinations
might actually create a greater and more severe susceptibility to wild strains of the virus:
For a vaccine to work, our immune system needs to be stimulated to produce a neutralizing
antibody, as opposed to a non-neutralizing antibody. A neutralizing antibody is one that can
recognize and bind to some region (‘epitope’) of the virus, and that subsequently results in the
virus either not entering or replicating in your cells. A non-neutralizing antibody is one that
can bind to the virus, but for some reason, the antibody fails to neutralize the infectivity of the
virus. In some viruses, if a person harbors a non-neutralizing antibody to the virus, a subsequent
infection by the virus can cause that person to elicit a more severe reaction to the virus due to
the presence of the non-neutralizing antibody. This is not true for all viruses, only particular
ones. This is called Antibody Dependent Enhancement (ADE), and is a common problem with
Dengue Virus, Ebola Virus, HIV, RSV, and the family of coronaviruses. In fact, this problem
of ADE is a major reason why many previous vaccine trials for other coronaviruses failed.
Major safety concerns were observed in animal models. If ADE occurs in an individual, their
response to the virus can be worse than their response if they had never developed an antibody
in the first place. This can cause a hyperinflammatory response, a cytokine storm, and a
generally dysregulation of the immune system that allows the virus to cause more damage to
our lungs and other organs of our body. In addition, new cell types throughout our body are
now susceptible to viral infection due to the additional viral entry pathway. There are many
studies that demonstrate that ADE is a persistent problem with coronaviruses in general, and
in particular, with SARS-related viruses. ADE has proven to be a serious challenge with
coronavirus vaccines, and this is the primary reason many of such vaccines have failed in early
in-vitro or animal trials.3
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Dr. Yeadon and Dr. Wodarg identify another very serious health risk associated with the Pfizer/
BioNTech vaccine:
In the Pfizer/BioNTech mRNA vaccine candidate, polyethylene glycol (PEG) is found in the
fatty lipid nanoparticle coating around the mRNA. Seventy percent of people make antibodies
to PEG and most do not know it, creating a concerning situation where many could have
allergic, potentially deadly, reactions to a PEG-containing vaccine. PEG antibodies may also
reduce vaccine effectiveness.4
Five vaccine producers which are close to marketing a vaccine are: Moderna, Pfizer/BioNTech,
Johnson & Johnson, Astra-Zeneca/Oxford, and GlaxoSmithKline. Moderna reported 100% of
recipients in early trials reported adverse reactions to the vaccine while both Pfizer and AstraZeneca/Oxford had a 50% adverse reaction report in their clinical trials. Astra-Zeneca/Oxford had
to pause its study after a death occurred (reportedly in the placebo group); Johnson & Johnson and
Moderna also reported life-threatening reactions in their vaccine trials.5

2. Both the Moderna and the Pfizer vaccines make use of mRNA therapy which has
never been approved before for use in a vaccine.
Moderna is a multi-billion-dollar company that came into being in 2010. The name “Moderna”
was coined to refer to “modified RNA” -a reference to the mRNA technology that the founders
were hoping to harness to develop vaccines to treat many different diseases.6 By November 2020,
despite its huge economic success, Moderna had not had even one of its experimental treatments
approved.7
Diverging significantly from typical methods of vaccine production both Moderna and Pfizer are
resorting to mRNA in their COVID-19 vaccines.
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The Moderna website explains, “ mRNA is the set of instructions by which cells make all proteins
and send them to various parts of the body. mRNA medicines take advantage of normal biological
processes to express proteins and create a desired therapeutic effect.”8
Alex Myers explains this process a little more graphically, “Basically, mRNA vaccines are
intended to biohack — through genetic modification — a human being to produce parts of a
virus.”9
Dr. Miklos Lukacs de Pereny, a research professor of science and technology policy at Universidad
San Martin de Porres in Peru, explained that the mRNA vaccine technology being used in the
Moderna and Pfizer vaccines could alter a person’s genome (their DNA structure). He explained
that they will code the mRNA that they are introducing into the nucleus of the cell by arranging
the nucleotides in a particular order to elicit a particular response. Although the Moderna and
Pfizer researchers claim that their goal is to create proteins that will in turn cause the body to create
antibodies to fight against the coronavirus, Dr. Lukacs de Pereny claims that they can actually code
the mRNA to incite any number of reactions. He gave the examples that they could code the
mRNA to decrease oxygen in the red blood cells or to inhibit a male’s ability to generate sperm.10
He sees this type of vaccine as an example of the transhumanist movement which is based on
absolute relativism and materialism. Dr. Lukacs de Pereny explains that transhumanism is
antithetical to the Judeo-Christian world view which regards persons as individual subjects created
in the image and likeness of God; transhumanists consider the human body merely as an object to
be manipulated.11
Joanna Roberts, deputy editor of Horizon, the EU's science magazine, states that there are many
unknowns with the use of mRNA technology in a COVID-19 Vaccine. Some of these include:
whether the proteins that have been chosen for the vaccine are the right ones to prevent a
coronavirus infection in the body, how targeted the immune response is to this particular
coronavirus, how long any immunity would last, and whether it causes side-effects such as
increased inflammatory responses like redness and swelling or, in the worst case, aggravates
disease.12
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3. The vaccines do not prevent spread of the virus; nor is prevention of transmission
even being tested in current vaccine trials.
Dr. Anthony Fauci stated that the goal of the vaccines is just to prevent personal infection and not
to prevent transmission of the virus.13
As Dr. Peter Doshi, assistant professor of pharmaceutical health services research at the University
of Maryland School of Pharmacy, explained in the British Medical Journal, the two biggest
problems with the vaccine trials of the leading contenders are: First, none of the trials are designed
to test whether the vaccine can reduce severe COVID-19 symptoms of hospital admissions, ICU
or death. Second, the trials are not designed to test if the vaccine can interrupt transmission of the
Covid virus.14
On November 25, 2020 Dr. Sin Hang Lee, pathologist and director of Connecticut's Milford
Molecular Diagnostics Laboratory, submitted a petition to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
that they stop all Covid vaccine trials until better studies can be designed to ensure the safety of
those to be vaccinated.15 He takes issue with the inefficiency of the testing which was used to
determine positive Covid test results in the trials. Participants in the study were diagnosed as
having contracted the virus even though they were only expressing symptoms of the virus. He states
that in order to determine if a person actually has contracted the Covid virus, it must “be verified
by Sanger sequencing to confirm that the tested samples in fact contain a unique SARS-CoV-2
genomic RNA.”16
Dr. Sin Hang Lee considers the goals of the vaccine study to be inadequate and misleading:
If the vaccine is approved without an appropriate and accurate review of efficacy, then any
potential acceptance or mandate of these vaccines is likely to be based on inaccurate evidence
regarding the vaccine, namely that it will stop transmission of the virus from the vaccine
recipient to others and/or that it will reduce severe COVID-19 disease and deaths. The Pfizer
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trial protocol is currently not designed to determine whether either of those objectives can be
met;17

4. Highly reputable doctors insist that a vaccine for the Corona virus is not necessary
and that therapeutic medicines are much safer than untested vaccines.
Dr. Harvey Risch, MD, PhD, Professor of Epidemiology at Yale School of Public Health estimated
in July 2020 that half and possibly even three-fourths of the 140,000 U.S. COVID-19 deaths that
had occurred by that time could have been prevented by the use of hydroxychloroquine (HCQ).18
Risch praised the proven effectiveness of (HCQ) in fighting COVID-19; he also emphasized that
those who oppose the use of HCQ have no science to back up their denial that it is an effective
treatment for this virus. Risch stated, “The evidence in favor of hydroxychloroquine benefit in
high-risk patients treated early as outpatients is stronger than anything else I’ve ever studied.”19
Dr. Simone Gold of America’s Frontline Doctors has illustrated how effectively
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is both in preventing COVID-19 and in treating the virus in its early
stages.20 She also discusses how tragic it is that so many lives have been lost to COVID-19 that
could have been saved if doctors had been allowed to use HCQ in the treatment. Her research
illustrates the safety and effectiveness of HCQ and also discusses in what states and in what
countries it is readily available versus places where it has been banned. She notes a correlation
between places where HCQ is readily available and lower COVID-19 mortality rates as compared
to places where doctors’ ability to prescribe it has been banned or made extremely difficult.21
Expert virologist Dr. Steven Hatfill explains that there are now 53 studies that show positive results
of hydroxychloroquine in COVID-19 infections; he wonders why the media is suppressing this
knowledge so vehemently and opposing it with disinformation.22
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Dr. Michael Yeadon, by illustrating the degree of population immunity which has presumably been
achieved to the virus by this time, demonstrates that the COVID-19 Pandemic is effectively over.23
Yeadon criticized the UK’s SAGE (Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies) for assuming that
100% of the population was susceptible to COVID-19, (that no previous immunity existed), and
for falsely believing that determining the percentage of the population that has antibodies indicates
the percentage of the population that has been infected.24
It can be assumed that previous immunity to this virus already existed in a large percentage of the
population because it is related to the common cold. As Yeadon explains:
As an experienced life scientist, I would have predicted that before any experiments had
been done those who’d been infected by any of those common cold-causing coronaviruses
would now be carrying a level of resistance – let us call it immunity – to infection by
closely-related viruses.25
Yeadon explains that since the majority of the population is no longer at risk for contracting the
virus a vaccine in unnecessary. He states, “You do not vaccinate people who aren’t at risk from a
disease. You also don’t set about planning to vaccinate millions of fit and healthy people with a
vaccine that hasn’t been extensively tested on human subjects.”26 Since there are therapeutic drugs
already known to effectively treat Covid-19, it is an unjustified health risk to inject a healthy person
with an untested vaccine that hasn’t been proven to either prevent serious Covid symptoms or to
prevent transmission of the virus.

5. Several of the leading candidates make use of aborted fetal cells in their vaccines.
Both Moderna and Pfizer do not use aborted fetal tissue in their vaccines, but they did use aborted
fetal cells in the testing phase.27 Although some argue that this use of fetal cell lines is sufficiently
remote to justify use of the Moderna or Pfizer vaccines, Dr. Stacy Transancos, a chemist, argues
that approving such use in the vaccines’ development could lead to a degeneration of expectation
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of ethical standards in regard to future vaccine development.28 In this she agrees with Bishop
Joseph Strickland of the Diocese of Tyler, TX who stated:
Moderna vaccine is not morally produced. Unborn children died in abortions and then their
bodies were used as ‘laboratory specimens.’ I urge all who believe in the sanctity of life to
reject a vaccine which has been produced immorally.29
The AstraZeneca vaccine is a modified virus that is produced in HEK-293 cells (which are from a
baby aborted in the Netherlands in the 1970s).30 The US government has issued grants totaling
nearly $2 billion for the development of Covid-19 vaccines using fetal cell lines.31 The CanSino
Biologics, Inc., AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson, University of Pittsburgh, and Altimmune
COVID-19 vaccines all make use of aborted fetal tissue.32
Additionally of moral concern is that researchers in the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine trials are
requiring that the men participating in the trial either be abstinent from heterosexual relations or
use condoms during the entire time of the study. Women may not be pregnant, nor breast feeding,
and they must be using “acceptable” contraceptives:
A female participant is eligible to participate if she is not pregnant or breastfeeding, and ….
using an acceptable contraceptive method as described below during the intervention period
(for a minimum of 28 days after the last dose of study intervention).33
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6. The motives of the major vaccine promoters appear to be financial and eugenic.
While the suffering and deaths that the Corona virus have caused are certainly a real cause of
anguish, it is evident that many of the people who contracted the Corona virus and died also had
other debilitating conditions which probably contributed to their deaths. In fact, Fr. David Nix
posted a screenshot of a CDC post stating that only 6% of Covid deaths in the United States could
be attributed to Covid alone.34 This post was later taken down by the CDC.
In a lecture on November 13, 2020, Dr. Genevieve Briand, Assistant Director for MS in Applied
Economics at John Hopkins University, presented her research indicating that the Corona virus
did not cause an increase in the average number of annual deaths in the United States. Her research
was immediately censored by the university.35
Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., an environmental lawyer, who has spent years advocating for safe vaccines
for children, clearly illustrated in a recent interview how dubious are the motives of some of the
Covid vaccine promoters:
Half of CDC’s budget goes to buying and selling vaccines. FDA, half of its budget comes
from the pharmaceutical companies. And with NIH [National Institutes of Health] which
is the other big agency, they are collecting tens of millions or hundreds of millions of
dollars on vaccine patents. So they work on the vaccine at the outset, they transfer the
patent to Gilead or Pfizer. The Moderna vaccine was completely developed by Tony Fauci,
he hands it to a private group, they put 2 billion dollars of federal money into allowing
them to develop it, and then Tony Fauci’s agency keeps half the profits from the vaccine.36
Bill Gates is a major COVID-19 vaccine funder. He would like to reduce the world’s population
drastically.37 His foundation promotes his eugenic goals. Consider this incident:
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation went into Chad and vaccinated at least 50 children with a
drug developed specifically for Africa called, “MenAfriVac.” Within 24 hours, it was reported
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that the children, some of whom were as young as 7, developed hallucinations, convulsions
and ultimately paralysis.38
A large amount of published research on the MenAfriVac vaccination program denies that the
vaccine had this effect; but if you keep researching you will find the true story of this inexcusable
tragedy!39

7. The vaccine will include tracking. Once you have received it you will be able to be
tracked very easily through your cell phone.
In some parts of the world people who have tested positive for Covid-19 are being tracked through
their cell phones using contact tracing to warn people who have been in close proximity to them
that they may have been exposed to the virus.40
It is not published whether there will be something in the Covid vaccines that will allow scanners
to see that a person has been vaccinated but as Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg explains:
Pfizer/BioNTech is also inserting an ingredient derived from a marine invertebrate,
mNeonGreen, into its vaccine. The ingredient has bioluminescent qualities, making it
attractive for medical imaging purposes, but it is unclear why an injected vaccine would
need to have that quality. mNeonGreen has unknown antigenicity.41
Clearly tracking the population in this way poses a great risk to freedom and could easily become
a tool of totalitarianism. It may also come about that people who have not received the vaccine
will be deprived of many basic rights.42
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